MWA Intelligence, Inc. Partners With nddPrint
MWA FORZA, built on SAP Business One, has
integrated with nddPrint to deliver a complete
MPS Meter Solution to the imaging channel.
MWA Intelligence, Inc. and nddPrint have collaborated in
efforts to meet the needs and the demands of the industry’s
marketplace. Through this global partnership, FORZA’s
ongoing development has led to greater value for the
dealership community.
With this integration, MWA has automated billing processes
to offer an efficient and cost-effective solution to customers
for MPS toner replenishment and services. The strategic
alliance has also effected FORZA’s Internet-of-Things (IoT)
capabilities by extending them for optimum performance.

The effect of nddPrint’s solution on supplies
replacement functionality for the industry.
“nddPrint’s MPS Replacement Flow solution provides a more
efficient and effective capability for organizations to seize
control over their supply inventory. Its ability to identify
immediate and future replenishment needs for dealers is an
impressive adoption of the digital transformation overtaking
modern business practices.
Automated processes – such as the supply fulfillment that
creates requests for immediate replenishment – provide better
customer relationship management. With the additional
capability to increase accuracy for forecast supplies needed for
near future fulfillments enables dealers to be prepared
while minimizing the quantity held in stock. This
proactive solution empowers users to optimize their
logistical management for greater control that will reflect
positively in the organization’s bottom line.”
- Jeff Campbell, Chief FORZA Architect at MWA

FORZA’s Main Integration Points Between
Solutions Heightens Dealership Performance
Automated Meter Collection

Supply Replenishment

Service Alerts

Supply Forcasting

Streamline service call generation to analyze
data prior to technician rollout, ensuring efficient
dispatch procedures

Decrease inventory with precise forecasting for
future demand while increasing cash flow

Reduce costs of collecting meters manually for
optimized billing processes
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Systemize supply fulfillments for timely
shipments that correspond to the completion
of toner usage
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